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Effect of Contaminant Diffusion into

and out of Low-Permeability Zones

Abstract

We considered the case of an aquifer in the form of a network of high-permeability (HK)

channels imbedded in a very low-permeability (LK) porous medium. Contaminants

in the aquifer were adsorbed on the solid matrix in both the LK and HK materials.
Contaminants were also diffused into and adsorbed onto the LK material. We also

investigated the penetration of a contaminant into the LK material and its subsequent

release into the aquifer material during cleanup by pump-and-treat operations.

The model results indicate that the diffusive flux of contaminant into and within the

LK zone may significantly reduce the rate of contaminant removal, and, therefore, the

progress of remedial actions. We found that the use of a constant transfer coefficient

to describe the rate of exchange of contaminant between the two materials was inap-

propriate for simulating cleanup to low concentrations. Instead, a different method for

approximating the effect of diffusive flux into and out of an LK zone was proposed and

demonstrated on zero- and one-dimensional models of contaminant transport. The tech-

nique was applied to Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory's environmental restora-

tion. The diffusive exchange resulted in a lower concentration of contaminant in the

HK material during the initial contamination phase, and a slower rate of concentration

decrease during the cleanup phase. The concentrations in the LK material may remain

above cleanup goals for prolonged periods.

1. Background--the LLNL Cleanup Problem

1.1. The LLNL Contamination Problem

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) is a research and development

facility owned by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and operated by the University

of California. In 1983, volatile organic compounds (VOCs) were detected in ground

water in the regional aquifer underlying LLNL. These contaminants pose a potential

risk to drinking water wells within 3 mi of the site. Consequently, LLNL was placed on

the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA's) National Priorities List (NPL) in

1987. The majority of these contaminants originated from past practices that began in

the 1940s; thus, contaminants have been present in the subsurface for as long as 50 yr.

Therefore, diffusive exchange into low-permeability (LK) materials within the aquifer

may have had time to significantly affect restoration efforts.
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The approved alternative for ground water remediation involves extracting and
treating ground water at a number of initial locations (DOE, 1992). Extraction wells
would be strategically installed to control the spread of VOCs from the currently con-!

taminated area in concentrations above Maximum Contaminant Levels (MCLs).

Based on the Remedial Investigation and Feasibility Study analyses, and codified
in the Record of Decision (DOE, 1992), the DOE, LLNL, U.S. EPA, California EPA
Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC), and the California Regional Water
Quality Control Board (RWQCB) believe that the preferred alternatives for cleaning
the saturated zone fully satisfy the nine EPA evaluation criteria (EPA, 1988). Although
more expensive in the short-run, the preferred cleanup alternatives satisfy the State's
Applicable or Relevant and Appropriate Requirements (ARARs) for nondegradation of
ground water resources, reduce the mobility of the contaminants, provide a permanent
solution, utilize alternative treatment technologies to the maximum extent practicable,
and will achieve cleanup faster than other alternatives. The hydrogeologic conditions
found at LLNL have had and will continue to have influence on the choice of cleanup
and operational strategies.

1.2. The LLNL Aquifer

The LLNL study area, covering an area about 1.5 mi by 2.5 mi, is underlain by up
to 1000 ft of unconsolidated sediments of late Tertiary to Holocene age, which are sub-
divided into the Plio-Pleistocene Livermore Formation and undifferentiated late Pleis-

tocene to Holocene alluvium. The Livermore Formation is divided into an upper member
composed of interfingered gravel, sand, silt, and clay, and a lower member consisting of
more laterally continuous layers of silt and clay with lesser gravel beds. Regional ground
water flow is generally westward, locally stratified, and primarily horizontal, but the
flow paths deepen gradually westward toward the center of the basin. Contaminants are

migrating primarily within the sediments of higher hydraulic conductivity. The upper
saturated sediments are separated from a deeper aquifer by a westward-sloping regional
confining layer in the upper part of the Lower Member of the Livermore Formation.
This confining layer varies in depth from about 60 ft in the eastern part of LLNL to
about 400 ft near the western LLNL boundary. Depth to ground water in the LLNL
area varies from about 110 ft in the southeast corner of LLNL to 30 ft in the northwest.

According to Carpenter (1984), the interstratified clay, silt, sand, and gravel com-
prise a sedimentary body of alluvial fan, terrace, and fluvial-plain deposits. The deposi-
tional character appears to be that of a braided stream system, where a series of channels
crosscuts previously deposited sediments. Typical vertical and horizontal sections are

shown in Figure 1.1. Based on this information, the conceptual model developed by the
project visualizes the subsurface as a single continuum.
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Figure 1.1" Generalized cross section showing distribution of sediments and VOCs in
the LLNL subsurface.
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1.3. Simulations of Cleanup at LLNL

To evaluate the future migration of contaminants under a variety of cleanup

scenarios, and to estimate the corresponding cleanup time, we simulated ground water

flow and contaminant transport in the LLNL area using the finite element flow and

transport code CFEST (Gupta et al., 1987) as summarized in Tompson et al. (1991)

and Tompson et al. (1993). In these simulations, the aquifer was simulated as a single

heterogeneous continuum in the form of a horizontal two-dimensional domain. The

heterogeneity took the form of large homogeneous subdomains of different hydraulic

conductivity. Contaminant transport was assumed to occur within this single continuum.

The juxtaposition of high-permeability (HK) and LK sediments, and the exchange

of contaminants between them, primarily by diffusion, was not represented in the sim-

ulations using the CFEST code, although such exchange may play a major role in

determining cleanup time. The objective of the research described here is to incorporate

this feature in modeling contaminant transport in the considered domain.

As the aquifer considered here is being invaded by a contaminant, the latter will

diffuse into the LK zone, in which we assume that water is practically immobile. This

is reasonable when the ratio of hydraulic conductivities in the two zones is very high,

say 102. As the contaminant enters the LK zone, it may adsorb on the very large solid

surface area characterizing such material. During the cleanup period, as concentrations

in the HK material are gradually reduced, the concentration gradient is reversed and

the contaminant is released from the LK material into the aquifer. The LK zone, which,

in the period of rising concentrations in the aquifer, acts as a sink to the contaminant,

now acts as a source. It may significantly prolong the required cleanup time, i.e., the

time required to reach a desired contaminant concentration.

2. Statement of Problem

The objectives of this paper are to investigate the effect of this sink-source phe-

nomenon, and to suggest a model that accurately quantifies the rate of exchange between

the two materials, thus enabling a more realistic estimation of cleanup time.

We consider the problem of contamination in a heterogeneous aquifer, composed

of an interconnected network of HK channels imbedded in an LK material, or isolated

subdomains of LK material imbedded in an HK aquifer material. Examples are an

aquifer composed of a network of sand and gravel channels imbedded in a clay, or silty-

clay matrix, and one made of sand and gravel in which lenses of clay are imbedded.

Figure 2.1 shows these two examples. Note that the HK zone is connected in the
third dimension.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of (a) high-permeability channel network imbedded

in a low-permeability material, and (b) low-permeability lenses imbedded in a high-

permeability material.

One may visualize these two materials within the framework of a single hetero-

geneous (say, in permeability) domain. For example, in a numerical model, one way

to represent such a domain is to divide it into a very large number of blocks (nodes,

elements, finite difference cells), each having its own permeability (and other properties,

e.g., molecular diffusivity). Coefficients may be assigned to each block, deterministi-

cally or stochastically, on the basis of some distributions derived from data. However,

resolution and its associated computational burden make this approach infeasible.

Instead, we undertook a two-media approach, with diffusive exchange between

them. This is the approach discussed in this paper.

Within the context of the continuum approach to the description of transport

phenomena in porous media (e.g., Bear and Bachmat, 1990), each of the two materials

comprising the aquifer may be visualized as a continuum that occupies the entire spatial

domain of the aquifer: a continuum of HK material and a second one made up of

LK material. The two (overlapping) continua may exchange any transported extensive

quantity. Here we are interested in the transport of the mass of a contaminant.

Although the discussion is directed at the case of LK materials imbedded in an

HK matrix, it is also applicable to the analogous case of HK materials imbedded in an
LK matrix.

2.1. The Conceptual Model

The conceptual model of the problem is as follows:

[A.1] The HK and the LK subdomains are considered as continua that occupy the entire

aquifer domain.

[A.2] Both the LK and the HK materials are rigid, homogeneous, and isotropic.
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[A.3] A single contaminant (7) is present in the aquifer.

[A.4] In the HK continuum, the contaminant may be transported by advection, dis-
persion, and diffusion. However, we shall assume that transport by diffusion is
negligible with respect to that by dispersion.

[A.5] In the LK subdomain, we usually assume that advection is negligible, and the
only mode of contaminant transport is molecular diffusion. However, here we shall
assume also that diffusion as a mode of transport is negligible, leaving diffusion only
as a mode of exchange between the two continua across their common interface.

[A.6] The considered contaminant may adsorb on the solid matrix in both zones. We
assume that the solute in the liquid and on the solid are under equilibrium, and a
linear isotherm is used.

2.2. The Two-Continua Mathematical Model

Based on the conceptual model presented above, we describe the transport of
the ?-contaminant in the two materials (present in the entire aquifer domain) by the
following mathematical model:

Mass balance for _ in the HK material

[nh(¢h+ PbhKdh)Ch]= --V. [nhCh(chV-- Dh-Vch)] (2.1)

Mass balance for ? in the LK material

a"_[nl (¢l + Pblgdl) Cl]= V'nl¢l (:Dl*Vcl) - fl--,h, (2.2)

where

no Volumetric fraction of a-continuum within the aquifer, a = h, l.
¢_ Volumetric fraction of void space (= porosity) within the a-continuum.
Pba Bulk density of a solid matrix within the a-material (= ps(1 - ¢_)).
ca Average concentration of the _-component in the water present in the

a-continuum, a = h, 1.
V Velocity of water in the HK continuum.

f_-_Z Rate of transfer of _ from the a-continuum to the/%continuum,
across their common interface, per unit volume of aquifer.

Kd_ Partitioning coefficient in the a-continuum.
Dh Coefficient of dispersion in the HK material.
:Dl* Coefficient of molecular diffusion in the isotropic LK material.
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However, in view of assumption [A.5], the first term on the right-hand side of Eq.

(2.2) will be deleted.

The coefficient of molecular diffusion in a porous medium, 19'z, is related to that in

a fluid continuum, 19, by the tortuosity of the porous medium, T'l, in the form 19t*= Tl*19.

The volumetric fractions obey the relationship

nh + nl = 1. (2.3)

The two mass balance equations may also be rewritten in the form

OCh

nhChRdhat -- V.nhCh(chV - Dh'Vch)-- fh- l, (2.4)

and
, ,_ oocl

nzctttdZ--_-_- = V'nl¢l (19z*VcZ)-- fl--,h, (2.5)

where

Rda = 1 + pb_Kd_ (2.6)

denotes the retardation factor for the a-continuum, a = h, t. Again, in view of assump-

tion [A.5], the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (2.5) will be deleted.

We have here two balance equations in the two variables ca, a = h, l (assuming

that the velocity, V, in the HK material can be determined from the appropriate flow

model). However, we need the value of the rate of exchange, fh--,l, appearing in these

equations. Our next objective is to discuss this rate of exchange of 7 between the LK
and the HK materials.

Very often, in a double-continua transport model as considered here, the rate of

transfer of 7 between the two media is expressed as

fh--,l = Cza* (Ch -- Cl), (2.7)

in which a* is a transfer coefficient, and Ch, and c_ denote the concentrations in the HK

and LK materials, respectively (van Genuchten, 1985; Grisak and Pickens, 1980; Tang et

al., 1981). Underlying the use of such an expression is the assumption that the transfer

coefficient, a*, is a constant. Its value can be estimated by the ratio of the molecular

diffusion coefficient to the length characterizing the distance between the two points at

which the two concentrations are assumed to exist, multiplied by the specific area of

the interface through which the exchange takes place (equals area of interface times the

porosity of the LK zone).

In fact, this is the traditional approach to the description of the exchange of fluid

mass between fractures and porous blocks in a fractured porous rock (Barenblatt et

al., 1960; Warren and Root, 1963). There, because of the speed at which pressure

propagates, we assume that the rate of exchange is proportional to the difference in

pressure between the fracture and porous block, with a constant transfer coefficient.
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HK material _/ LK material

/_j
/

J /

Figure 3.1' Diffusion at the LK-HK interface.

However, solute transport is a much slower process; therefore, the use of a constant
transfer coefficient may not be appropriate. We shall examine whether the use of such a
constant transfer coefficient is appropriate in the model considered here. This motivated
the present study -- to find a better way for expressing this exchange term fl---_h in the
balance equation (2.1) in response to changes in the concentration in the HK material.

3. Diffusion into and out of the LK Material

Figure 3.1 shows an element of area of the HK-LK interface. With j denoting the
diffusive flux normal to this interface (positive when taking place from the HK zone to
the LK one), and _HK denoting the specific interface area (equals area per unit volume
of aquifer), we can write

fh-_Z ----j_HK, (3.1)

where, by Fick's law for a porous medium, we express the diffusive flux at the interface
(per unit area of porous medium) in terms of the concentration distribution, c_ _-- c
= c(x, t), in the LK material, in the form

8c

jl==0 = -¢z_D_*_-xI__0. (3.2)

Thus, the influx or effiux at the interface depends on c = c(x, t). Note that we have used
here the coordinate x to denote the (microscopic level) distance normal to the interface,
positive in the direction away from the interface in the LK material.

!

Actually, the double-continua model expressed by Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) is written
at the megascopic level. This means that each of the two porous materials (HK and LK)
is assumed to occupy the entire aquifer. Each material is regarded as a continuum at
the macroscopic level, while the term microscopic level is employed when we consider a
point within a phase present in the void space, in either the HK or the LK materials.
Since, in what follows, we intend to refer only to the first two levels, we shall simplify
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the terminology by referring to them as "macroscopic" and "microscopic," respectively.
Each term in the above two equations represents added mass of 3 per unit volume of
the aquifer as a whole.

Accordingly, we need a solution for c = c(x,t) as the concentration clx=o = ch(t)
varies at the boundary. The latter serves as a boundary condition to the diffusion
in the LK material. The LK material rises during the contamination period and is
gradually reduced during the cleanup operations. The concentration, c(x, t), obeys the

"mass balance equation, which, when combined with an expression for the diffusive flux,
takes the form

c9¢zc c3j ,02c
a---i-= = 2' (3.3)

in which Cz and D_ = TI*:Dare assumed constant in space. Once we solve this problem
in the semi-infinite domain, x >_ 0, we can determine the total mass accumalated per
unit cross-sectional area in the LK material by

/0re(t) = ¢lc(z,t)dx.

We can also determine the instantaneous diffusive flux at the HK-LK interface from Eq.
(3.2):

Let us consider a number of particular cases.

Case A

The LK material is initially clean, c(x,0)=0. The HK material is maintained at a
constant concentration, Co.

Initial condition: x> 0, t=0, c=0
Boundary condition: x = 0, t > 0, c = Co.

The analytical solution of Eq. (3.3) is (Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959, p. 60)

= erfc - erfc _, (3.4)
Co 4_/*t

= x/_/_t is a dimensionless variable that incorporates both space and time,where
and

erfc( = -_ e -"2 d# = 1-erf _ = 1 - -_ e -_'2d#

defines the error function complement of (.

Figure 3.2 shows Eq. (3.4) in graphical form for _Dz*= 31.5 cm2/yr. This value is
obtained from _Dz*= rz*7?, in which _Dis the coefficient of molecular diffusion, taken as

10.5 cm2/s, and rz*is the tortuosity of the LK material, taken equal to 0.1 (Bear and
Bachmat, 1991).
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Figure 3.2: Contaminant distribution within the LK material for Case A.

An interesting conclusion may already be drawn from Figure 3.2. The depth of
penetration, say of the point C/Co- 0.5, or even = 0.1, is small. In the case shown here
for c/co = 0.1, the depth of penetration is less than 80 cm after 25 yr.

The total mass accumulated within a unit cross section of the LK material is given
by

= =

= (a.5)
The accumulated mass, re(t), is shown in Figure 3.3. The rate of mass accumulation
seems to decrease after about 10 yr of contact.

Finally, let us determine the flux of the contaminant at x = 0:

j = -¢,9,-- =-Co¢,_ cl oo
8x ==o -_x e -_: d#

x--0

= Co¢,v "_". (3.6)

Figure 3.4 shows how this flux varies in time.

Often, the diffusive flux is estimated as

j = Ca'(Ch -- c'), (3.7)
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Figure 3.3: Contaminant mass accumulated within the LK material in Case A.
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Figure 3.4: Contaminant flux into the LK material for Case A.
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where c_ denotes some representative concentration within the LK material, and a_ is
a constant transfer coefficient. The c__is the ratio of the molecular diffusion coefficient

and the distance between the points at which the representative concentrations Chand
c_ occur. To examine the validity of such an estimate, let us assume that c_ 1= _Co.
Then, let us estimate this diffusive flux by assuming that it is driven by a concentration
gradient equal to the difference in concentration between the boundary and the 50%
concentration, divided by the distance between the points at which these concentrations
occur. Denoting this distance by A, we find from Eq. (3.4) that

c
0.5, at x=A=0.477× _4/_*t,

Co y -

A _ v-'-__/c_'*t An estimate of the transfer coefficient a* is, therefore, v--L- v--v-L-or Then,
• A -- V/_z,t •

using A as the characteristic length, we estimate the flux by an expression similar to
Eq. (3.7), viz.,

19' /9_
1C "" 1 1 Co¢l lj = Cz *(Co-- o)= Cz co=

,

This is approximately the expression that was derived for j in Eq. (3.6).

An interesting conclusion at this point is that if we wish to use a flux expression
that is based on a transfer coefficient, the latter is time dependent, and not a constant.
This time-dependence was noted by Dykhuizen (1990). For this reason, in subsequent
sections we shall use a different approach to estimate the exchange between the two
materials.

Let us consider the same case but with adsorption of the contaminant to the clay
particles within the LK zone. The mass balance equation (3.3) now becomes

Oc /9_ 0%
Ot - R,_ Ox2' (3.8)

with

Rdz = 1 + p_Kdz
¢z

We note that this is the same equation as Eq. (3.3), except that the coefficient of
molecular diffusion in the LK medium,/9_, is now reduced by the LK retardation factor,

t/4. We can, therefore, modify the results obtained above by replacing Dl* by D_/Rdz
in Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5). The expression for j in Eq. (3.6) then becomes

/9" c9cI = co¢l, / Dz* (3.9)J = -¢_ 10--_x==0 VR_Trt'

which means that the effect of adsorption is to reduce j for the same time. This re-
sult should not be surprising if we recall that adsorption causes more of the mass to
accumulate closer to the interface.
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Figure 3.4 shows the effect of adsorption on j. The interracial flux is reduced by

Before leaving Case A, it may be of interest to note that for the case defined by

Initial condition: x > 0, t = 0, c = Co,
Boundary condition: x=0, t>0, c=0,

which corresponds to a contaminated LK zone and a very quick cleanup of the HK zone,
we obtain the solution

c ("-x' t-'_)= er f v_ l*'--'--_' J =co - CoCz__ t . (3 .10)

The flux obtained is the negative of the flux obtained in Eq. (3.6).

Case B

The LK material is initially clean. The HK material is maintained at a constant
concentration, co, for a period T. Then the concentration at the HK-LK interface is
instantaneously reduced to zero. This case represents the best that any pump-and-treat
scheme could achieve.

Initia_ condition: x > 0, t = 0, c = 0,
Boundary conditions: x=0, 0<t_T, C=Co,

x=0, t> T, c=0.

The analytical solution is obtained by superposition (Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959, p.
60)

X

for t < T c(x,t) = erfc ,., (3.11)
CO 4V/_/* t

for t >T c(x,t) x x

= erfc _-_t - erfc y/4:D_*(t- T) (3.12)
Co

We can now calculate the diffusive flux into and out of the LK zone at their common

interface, x = 0.

For t _<T, this flux is the same as in Case A, i.e., expressed by Eq. (3.6).
For t > T, we obtain

, c3c = co¢tD_ _ Ox e -t'2d# - e -t*_dttj = -¢9z x=0

, 2 e4--_zt e4_ (t-r) _D* 1 1

: c°¢1791-_ _ _4Z)_(t- T) ":=°:c°¢_ v7_ _ '

(3.13)
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Figure 3.5: Contaminant flux into the LK material in Case B, with T = 40 yr.

Figure 3.5 shows how j at z = 0 varies in time, for 40 yr of Ch= 1. Note how the
flux out of the LK material decreases more rapidly than the flux in. This is because,
after cleanup has begun, the contaminant continues to diffuse away from the interface
in the interior of the LK material, while it also diffuses toward the interface.

We can integrate c(x, t) over the entire domain, 0 < x < c_, to obtain the residual
mass, re(t), at any instant. This mass is shown in Figure 3.6.

Case C

Let the contaminant concentration in the HK zone, which acts as a boundary to
the LK zone, be gradually reduced as a consequence of cleaning operations (say, pump
and treat). Let

c[z=0 = toe -_t (3.14)

describe the change in concentration within the HK zone. This situation corresponds
to what happens in a single cell model in which the initial concentration is Co,and then
this concentration is reduced by flushing. The solution is

-.9- t
ci==0 =coe uv , (3.15)

in which Q is the rate of flushing and/4v is the pore volume within the cell. Thus, _

= Q/bl,_, with blv/Q expressing the time required for one flushing (equals mean residence
time).

We consider the following conditions:
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Figure 3.6: Accumulated contaminant mass in the LK material in Case B.

Initial condition: x > 0, t = 0, c = 0,

Boundary condition: x = 0, t > 0, c =coe -zt

The solution is (Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959, p. 64)

c = ½Coe-Bt e v -_ eric '
t

.exV/_Z erfc 4_z. t . (3.16)

The diffusive flux into and out of the LK zone at the interface is

j= co¢,1)_e -Bt i_erf (i{r_'_) + _j. (3.17)

Carslaw and Jaeger (1959} tabulate values of the erfc function for complex arguments.

Case D

Consider the general case described by:

Initial condition: x > 0, t = 0, c = f(x),

Boundary condition: x = O, t > O, c = g(t).

The solution can be obtained a.s a sum of two solutions, c = Cl + c2, each satisfying

the basic diffusion equation:

Cl = cl(x, t), which satisfies:
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Initial condition: x > 0, t = 0, cl = 0,

Boundary condition: x = 0, t > 0, cl = g(t),

and c2 = c2(x, t), which satisfies:

Initial condition: x > 0, t = 0, c2 = f(x),

Boundary condition: x = 0, t > 0, c2 - 0.

Carslaw and Jaeger (1959, pp. 59, 63) present the solutions in the form

__ x 2

X ft e 4v_(t-x)

cl- _ ]0 g(A) (t- A)_ dA, (3.18)

and

c2 - 44nV_t f (x e 4vTt - e 4vp dx'. (3.19)

Let us now apply this decomposition to the case of an initially contaminated LK

zone and a gradual cleanup of the HK zone:

Initial condition: x > 0, t = 0, c = co,

Boundary conditions: x = O, t > O, c = g(t) = coe -zt

The solution is

_.(=_=,)2 _(=+=,)2]1 /_ 4T_t 4"D_tc = ,/4_7)_t Co e -e dx'Y

_2

x ft 4v_(,-_)

Jo coe__ e dA (3.20)(t- '

By performing the integrations, we obtain

C X
-- = erf

Co _t

+e V vr erfc 4_z, t i_r_ . (3.21)

The first term on the right-hand side corresponds to the case where the LK zone

is initially contaminated at co, and a quick cleanup is implemented in the HK material.
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Figure 3.7: Contaminant distribution in the LK material for Case D.

Figure 3.7 shows the spatial distribution of residual contamination, at various times

after cleanup, for _ - 0.2. If the contaminant is adsorbed on the solid in the LK zone,

we have to replace T_/*in (3.21) by T_z*/Rd/.

We can also derive the rate at which the contaminant is released into the HK zone

, Oc

j = °

= coCt79_i_e-_terf [iv/_]. (3.22)

The flux as a function of time is shown in Figure 3.8 for/_ = 0.2. Note that the

interracial flux reaches a maximum shortly after cleanup begins, then decreases to less

than half the maximum rate after about 23 yr.

In the presence of adsorption, we have to replace T_t* in Eq. (3.22) by 79_/Rdz.

Again, this result should not be surprising if we recall that, in this case, the total mass

accumulating near the interface is Ra_ times higher.

Case E

We consider the case described by

Initial condition: x > 0, t = 0, c = 0,

Boundary conditions: x > 0, t < T, c = co,

x = 0, t > T, c -" Coe-_(t-T)

This means that initially, there is no contaminant in the LK zone. Then, for a

period of T, the contamination level in the HK zone is maintained at Co. After that,

cleanup is initiated, and the concentration in the HK zone drops exponentially.
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Figure 3.8:Contaminant fluxat the HK-LK interfaceforCase D.

Again, the principle of superposition is applicable. We seek three solutions, with

c = cl + c2 + c3, such that:

• For cl = el(z: t)"

Initial condition: x > 0, t = 0, cl = 0,

Boundary conditions' z = 0, t > 0, cl = Co.

• For c2 = c2(x, t)"

Initial condition: x > 0, t = 0, c2 = 0,

Boundary conditions' x=0, 0< t <T, c2=0,

x = O, t > T, c2 = -co.

• For c3= c3(x, t)'

Initial condition" x > 0, t = 0, c3 = 0,

Boundary conditions' z=0, 0<t<T, c3=0,

x = O, t > T, c3 = Coe-z(t-T)

For t < T, the solution is the same as Case A.

For t > T, the solution is

c(x,t) = erfc x -erfc. x

co
x2

X ft--T e 4T_ (.'-T- A)

/ ¢'(_) dA, (3.23)

Jo (t - T - ,k)_

where ¢'(A) = e -z'_.
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We consider the third term on the right-hand side,
,.2

X ft-T -_A e - 4vlr_'- T-h) d_.
Jo e

(t-- T- )_)_

It can be shown that this integral is equivalent to:

•

+e V ", erfc V/4Vl,(t .

Combining all the terms in Eq. (3.23), we obtain
c x x 1

= erfc _ - erfc _/4 + "2e-B(t-T)co _/49;t --D;(t- T)

x |e V _zerfc - i(t -

¢41:)l*(t - T )

iz'_v_" ( x+i(t-T) 4fi_l)- T) (3.25)+e V ", erfc 147)z,(t

The contaminant flux at the HK-LK interface for t > T is given by

,ac
j = -¢l_lb-_-xl_=°

- ' +i erf \i__'(t T) (3.26)

The contaminant distribution is shown for selected times in Figure 3.9. Note that
even 80 yr after cleanup starts, a considerable mass of contaminants remains in the LK
material. This has significant impact on the overall time to cleanup. The maximum
concentration in the LK material is still about 20% of the initial value after 80 yr; a
typical environmental restoration has a cleanup goal of approximately 0.002 of initial,
using U.S. Federal MCLs as the standard. Clearly, this effect has significant negative
implications if the LK material is required to be cleaned to low parts-per-billion levels.

In this section, we have derived analytical expressions for the diffusive exchange
flux between HK and LK materials for selected boundary conditions. Unfortunately,
the kind of boundary conditions for which such solutions can be derived is rather lim-
ited. Therefore, the analytical solutions presented above cannot serve as the basis for
a generalized expression of diffusive exchange. Another approach, which will lead to a
generalized exchange term, is presented in the next section.
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Figure 3.9: Contaminant distribution in the LK material for Case E.

4. Approximating the Rate of Diffusive Exchange

The objectives of the above discussion were (a) to gain some insight into the
rates of exchange and depth of penetration of a contaminant between the HK and LK
zones during the periods of contamination and of cleanup, (b) to examine whether a
constant (in time) transfer coefficient can be used to estimate this rate, and (c) to
attempt to get an alternative expression for this rate, especially for the case in which
the concentration in the HK zone varies in some manner that depends on the progress
of the cleanup. The ultimate use of such an expression is in the fh-_l-term that appears
in the balance equation for the contaminant, and especially in a numerical model that
would be employed for the solution of this equation for realistic large-scale problems
of aquifer contamination. The role of the LK zone, represented through the term of
exchange fh-_, such as in Eq. (2.4), is usually not included in large-scale models.

4.1. A Semi-Analytical Approximation

In general, the cell-by-cell variations of contaminant concentration over time are
not simple step-changes, or exponentially declining functions. Therefore, exact analyt-
ical expressions for the diffusive flux are not useful within the context of a numerical

model. Instead, we seek a generalized cell-by-cell source/sink term that approximates
the diffusive flux into and out of the LK zone sufficiently well.

The phenomenon is mathematically analogous to the problem of loss of heat by dif-
fusive (equals conductive) flux into the overburden material that bounds a thermal reser-
voir. A review of techniques that incorporate this phenomenon into single-continuum
numerical models was given by Hansamuit et al.(1992). One of the simpler techniques
is a semi-analytical approximation of the diffusive heat flux, originally proposed by
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Vinsome and Westerveld (1980). Their method uses a flexible function containing two

time-varying parameters, calculated in a simple fashion, that solves Eq. (3.3), subject
to any boundary and initial conditions. A version of this method was used by Pruess
and Wu (1989) to simulate fracture/matrix fluid flow in a dual-continuum flow model.

As above, we start by considering a point on the HK-LK interface. At every
instant, the concentration profile in the LK zone, initially at concentration co, is approx-
imated by the second-order polynomial

c(x, t) - Co= (Oh+ px + qx2)e -_/d, (4.1)

where

Oh = ch(t)l_= o -- Co, (4.2)

d = /T_*t/4, (4.3)

i

7)'OhAtt-{-In -- d3°h-°h'_d V_At

p = 3d2 + 7:)z.At , (4.4)

2pal - Oh+ d2eh--Oh._;at
q = 2d2 , (4.5)

where ch(t)lx=o is the concentration in the HK material at the interface, and

I,_ : Oh,_d,+ pnd_ + 2q,_d_, (4.6)

in which subscript n denotes the value of the variable at the previous time step. The
effect of adsorption in the LK material can be included by dividing each occurrence of
7)z*by a retardation factor Rd_. From an initial concentration of c at time t in the LK
material, new coefficients p and q are calculated after each time step, At. Calculation of
these coefficients involves the new concentration at the boundary, Ch, and a penetration
depth, d, which is calculated as a function of time from the initiation of change at the
boundary. The concentration profile from the previous time step affects the updated
values of p and q through the intermediate parameter, I.

The function Eq. (4.1) can be used to represent any specified-concentration bound-
ary condition at the LK-HK interface.

The boundary condition at x = c_ must be a constant concentration, typically zero.
If p, q, and I are initially zero, the initial condition is one of uniform concentration,
which includes the case of co = 0. However, a nonuniform initial condition can be
simulated by starting with values of p, q, and I that replicate the desired concentration
profile in the LK material. In practice, this is most easily obtained by conducting a
simulation beginning with a uniform (clean) initial concentration distribution and, by
history matching, evolving the nonuniform contamination profile up to the desired time-
zero.
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of analytical solution with polynomial approximation
for Case A.

The diffusive flux per unit interfacial area is then obtained from

J = -¢z_z _ _=0

To validate the proposed approximation, we compared it with some of the analytical
solutions discussed in the previous section. Figures 4.1. through 4.1. show comparisons
of the fluxes obtained from second-order polynomial approximation to the analytical
solutions for Cases A, C, and E. The comparison is quite good, particularly when the
concentration at the interface is varying slowly.

5. Impact on Cleanup

5.1. Application to a Zero-Dimensional Model

A simple model of aquifer cleanup assumes that an aquifer is a single, well-mixed
domain of volume/4, initially at a uniform concentration c = co. Recharge water at
concentration c = 0 enters the control volume at a rate Q. Within the control volume,
the contaminant can adsorb onto the solids, or degrade in the liquid phase at an assumed
first-order transformation rate, ,_. Contaminant is extracted from b/ at the prevailing
concentration, c, by pumping at a rate assumed equal to the rate of recharge, Q. The
mass balance equation is

dc Q _ pbKa

= ucn---G- nd= 1+ (5.1)
The problem has an analytical solution of the form

c = toe at, (5.2)
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of analytical solution with polynomial approximation
for Case C.
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of analytical solution with polynomial approximation
for Case E.
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where
Q

= . (5.3)
k 1ACRd Rd

This analytical model was used by Isherwood et al. (1990) to estimate the rate
of cleanup of the LLNL Livermore Site ground water plume. It is similar to the batch
flushing model proposed by EPA (1988) to estimate ground water cleanup times at
CERCLA sites. This zero-dimensional or lumped parameter model is a simple and useful
tool for estimating the average response of an aquifer as an aid to management and
decision making, especially in the early stages of a project, when spatially distributed
data are relatively scarce (Bear, 1979).

The preceding single-cell model can be modified to include LK and HK materials

and the effects of diffusive transfer across the HK-LK interface at a rate of transfer fh-_Z.
The mass balance equation is written now for the volume of HK material llh = r_hL_as

dch Q _ PbhKdh

- _eh-/h-_; Rdh= 1+ ¢---_. (5.4)T= uhChRdheh Rdh

Combining the rate of transfer term defined in Eq. (3.1) and the second-order polynomial
approximation of the diffusive flux derived in Eq. (4.7), we obtain

)= - eh- _eh - _._¢zR. ' - p . (5.5)d$ _,_hChRdh Rdh dl

This equation can be solved numerically using a finite-difference approximation
in time. The concentration in the HK material for the two cases described by Eqs.
(5.2) and (5.5) are compared in Figure 5.1, for parameters which are representative of
the LLNL contaminant plume. The concentrations are normalized with respect to the
maximum predicted concentration in the HK material for the case without diffusive

exchange across the HK-LK interface (solid line in Figure 5.1). The dashed line in Fig.
5.1 shows the HK concentration for the case where contaminant mass diffuses across the

HK-LK interface. We note that, in the case of diffusive exchange, the HK concentration
is slower to increase and slower to decrease than the HK concentration in the absence
of diffusive exchange.

This figure was produced using a 40-yr contamination period, a value of ---Q--
U_Rd

equal to 0.042, and assuming a first-order transformation rate with a half-life of 50

yr. The input parameters were determined by Thorpe et a/.(1990) for application to a
zero-dimensional model for cleanup of the regional aquifer underlying LLNL.

There are two important features in Figure 5.1. At short times after the initial
contamination of the aquifer, LK diffusion results in lower concentrations in the HK

material, since contaminant mass is being lost to the LK material. After cleanup has
begun, LK diffusion results in higher concentrations persisting in the HK material, since
the LK material now acts as a source of additional contaminant mass. This effect serves
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Figure 5.1: A zero-dimensional model for cases with and without diffusive exchange.

to lengthen the cleanup time. If a cleanup goal such as a 5-ppb MCL is the target,

which typically requires a ten-fold to thousand-fold reduction in initial concentration,

then cleanup will require a much longer pumping duration. However, the incremental

cleanup time would depend on the percent reduction in concentration from initial to

cleanup levels or, equivalently, on the cleanup ratio of the final concentration (say 5-ppb

MCL) to the initial concentration.

We demonstrate the effect on cleanup time in Figure 5.2. The incremental cleanup

time represents the additional time to cleanup when diffusive exchange is accounted for

in the transport model. The estimates on incremental cleanup time are based on aquifer

parameters at LLNL. We assume a 50-yr degradation half-life, an HK-LK specific in-

terracial area of 4 m2/m 3, and retardation factors of 1.5 and 3.0 for the HK and LK

materials, respectively. For a zero-dimensional model of LLNL ground water, the aver-

age initial concentration of total VOCs in ground water is about 81 ppb. The cleanup

goal is set to U.S. Federal M CL of 5 ppb. The cleanup ratio of the final to the initial

concentration equals 0.06. For LLNL, our simple zero-dimensional model predicts an

extra 25 yr to cleanup if diffusive exchange is considered. Likewise, if the initial con-

centration were 500 ppb, the cleanup ratio would be 5/250 = 0.01, and the incremental

time to cleanup would be 147 yr as shown in Figure 5.2. The zero-dimensional model

provides an easy-to-use tool for a preliminary estimate of the additional time to cleanup.

The model can be adapted by providing site-specific model parameters in the input.

We note here that if pumping is suspended, the concentration in the HK material

may increase as a result of the LK-HK diffusion phenomena evaluated in this paper.

Observations of this effect have prompted many pump-and-treat cleanup programs to

implement intermittent pumping schedules. During the no-pumping period, diffusion

into the HK material will continue, thus making the resumed pumping more effective in

terms of mass removal rate during pumping, if not in terms of overall time to cleanup.
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Figure 5.2: Incremental cleanup time with diffusive exchange: zero-dimensional model.

This is easily demonstrated with the single-cell model, solved numerically using an on-off

pumping pattern.

5.2. Application to a One-Dimensional Aquifer Model

Let us demonstrate the simplified diffusive flux approximation by applying it to a
numerical model of one-dimensional horizontal flow in an aquifer. The aquifer consists
primarily of HK material, and some LK material of specified HK-LK interfacial area.
The aquifer is initially clean (c = 0).

At time t = 0, contaminated water, at concentration co, begins entering the aquifer
at velocity V. The contaminant is transported in the HK material by both advection
and hydrodynamic dispersion. The contaminant may diffuse everywhere into the LK
material across the (microscopic) HK-LK interface. Within each material type, the
contaminant may adsorb onto the solids, or degrade in the aqueous phase at an assumed
first-order degradation rate of I. The contaminant continues to enter the aquifer at a
constant concentration, co, over 40 yr. At the end of 40 yr, the source of contamination
is instantaneously removed, and clean water (c = 0) starts entering the aquifer at the
same rate.

The one-dimensional mass balance equation for the contaminant in the HK mate-
rial is

.. Och 0% Oc
h_-_- = ChD,_-fi=2 - ChVTxx -- ChR_c- l,,-_z, (5.6)

where Dh represents the dispersion coefficient in the HK material, and we have made
use of OV/_x = 0 (which expresses the mass balance of the water).
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Figure 5.3: Concentration at x = 100 m in a one-dimensional model for cases with and
without diffusive exchange.

The exchange term, fh---,l, may be substituted by the polynomial approximation
(4.7), combined with Eq. (3.1), to obtain

t R

= ChV_-_x- ChR_hAc- Z.K_Z_-_,_,7 -- p) "_h dh--_ ChDhax2 (5.7)

This equation was solved using a fully implicit finite-difference approximation.
Figure 5.3 presents a comparison of the HK concentration with and without (fh--4 -- O)

diffusive exchange across the HK-LK interface, at a distance of 100 m downstream of
the point where contaminants enter the aquifer. We assumed a ground water velocity
of 15 m/yr, dispersion coefficient of 150 m2/yr, a porosity of 0.3 for both the HK and
the LK material, and retardation factors of 1.5 and 3 for the HK and the LK materials,
respectively. For the case with diffusive exchange across the interface, significantly lower
concentrations are observed in the HK material, as some of the contaminant mass diffuses
into the LK zone.

More important for cleanup, the mass that diffuses into the LK material will ul-
timately return to the HK material after cleanup of the HK material begins. In the
absence of degradation, this may significantly prolong cleanup.

6. Conclusions

Pump and treat is a favored technology for reducing contaminant concentrations
in the saturated subsurface. It is practically the only alternative available for extensive
aquifers with relatively low levels of contamination. Experience with pump and treat
at Superfund restoration sites such as LLNL has shown that, although concentrations
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decrease in the HK material in response to remedial pumping, cleanup often progresses
much more slowly than predicted by large-scale, single-continuum models. This paper
shows that diffusive exchange of contaminants into and out of LK materials contributes
to prolonged cleanups.

Results of this investigation suggest that, depending on the cleanup target, the
effects of LK diffusion will persist for many decades, perhaps several times longer than
the initial period of contamination, which at LLNL is about 40 yr. In addition, if
regulations require that aqueous concentrations in the LK material be reduced to MCL
levels, and if no favorable contaminant degradation occurs in the LK material, then
cleanup times will be significantly greater than predicted by single-continuum models
that ignore the effect of LK diffusion.

]
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List of Main Symbols

ca Average concentration of the V-component in the water present in the
a-continuum, a = h, I.

D h Coefficient of dispersion in the HK material.

:Dl* Coefficient of molecular diffusion in the isotropic LK material.
f___,_ Rate of transfer of 7 from the a-continuum to the/_-one, across their common

interface, per unit volume of aquifer.
j Diffusive flux normal to the HK-LK interface.
Ka Hydraulic conductivity of the c_-continuum, a = h, l.
Kd_ Partitioning coefficient in the a-continuum, a = h, l.
m The total mass accumulated within the LK material.

n_ Volumetric fraction of a-continuum within the aquifer, c_ = h, l.
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Q Rate of flushing.
Rd_ Retardation factor for the c_-continuum, c_= h, I.
t Time.

T Time period of contamination event.
L/v Pore volume within a cell.
V Velocity of water in the HI< continuum.
c_* Transfer coefficient.

7 Dissolved contaminant present in the aquifer.
¢_ Volumetric fraction of void space (= porosity) within the m-continuum, _ = h, I.
p_ Bulk density of a solid matrix within the a-material (= ps(1 - ¢_)), a = h, I.
_I'Ig Specific interface area (= area per unit volume of aquifer).
T_ Tortuosity of the a-continuum, a - h, I.
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